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Introduction
Welcome to the next quarterly edition of the Core Script
looking at Partnership and Community Policing in Enfield
during July, August and September 2022.
We are pleased to share with you the role profiles for our
teams, some of the work the teams have been delivering and
our key objectives for the coming year.
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Community Tensions July.
Tension Levels Normal – July 2022

Attempted Murder of a Police officer - Woolmer Road, N18
Friday 1st July, officers from VCTF and Safer Neighbourhoods were conducting an operation. The driver
having pulled over initially, has driven a short distance forward, placed his vehicle in reverse and driven
directly at the victim, knocking the victim from his motorbike and making off. The victim was taken to North
Middlesex Hospital with a suspected broken ankle.
GBH (stabbing) – North Circular Road, N13
Sunday 3rd July, police were called about two males fighting in a house of multiple occupation (HMO) where
the victim had been stabbed in the arm causing a laceration requiring hospital treatment, the injury was not life
threatening or changing.
Police Protection – A406 North Circular Road, N13
Monday 27th July, police were called by a member of the public who stated a 12 Year old female could be
seen trying to commit suicide off of the A406/River. The female was placed in Emergency Local Authority
placement after her family tried to arrange a forced marriage
Firearms incident – Goat Lane, Enfield
Monday 4th July Informant was in a dispute with another parent at the school, and stated he was pistol
whipped with a short Firearm. Marker placed on vehicle and Trojan stopped and arrested the suspect. 3 x
Firearms found at the home address.
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Firearms information - Threat to life (Thames Valley Police)
Monday 4th July Info sharing from TVP. Feud between travellers resulting in a low level Threats to like being
managed by TVP. One subjects address is within Enfield. Mentions of firearms.
GBH - Menon Drive N9
Saturday 9th July. Ambulance service were called in response to male victim at location with stab wounds in leg
and arm. Male victim is uncooperative with police. Located at the scene was a black BMW 118 registered to
victim. Inside the vehicle, several made offensive weapons including zombie knives and flick knives have been
located. Suspect believed to have made off through the neighbouring park where further bags of offensive
weapons have been located.
Attempted murder – Baker Street, Enfield
Sunday 10th July. Call to a female stabbed in the stomach and arm at location. Suspect walked out of assisted
living place and then walked back in again. Believed unmotivated stranger assault. Subject arrested for
Attempted murder after several hours of negotiations. This has been explicitly linked to another attack earlier on
the same day at the same location whereby a female victim was attacked by the same suspect receiving
lacerations. At the time of writing the second victim's injuries have been assessed as possibly be life changing,
due to puncture on kidney.
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Community Tensions August.
Tension Levels Normal – August 2022
Violent Disorder – Nobel Road, N18
On Wednesday 03rd August 2022 police have received multiple calls stating 6 males were chasing
another male with a zombie knife. Witnesses have stated that the suspects have smashed the victim's
car window with the zombie knife, and have used a forklift truck to move the victim's vehicle causing
damage. Trojan have declared and have detained and arrested one suspect.
Child Cruelty – Meadow Close, EN3
On Wednesday 03rd August 2022 officers have been called by social services regarding the welfare of 3
children at the location. Officers have attended the location. All the children have come to notice to the
social services over a period of time through A&E visits with the children self-harming and various other
issues. Both parents have come to notice due to substance misuse, parental mental health and domestic
abuse. Both parents have refused to engage with social services. As a result of the call both parents
were arrested for child neglect. Officers describe the house as unfurnished, cluttered with safety
concerns for young children.
Stranger Rape – Trent Park, EN4
On Sunday 07th August 2022 police were called by the informant stating that she was called by her
friend who stated that she had been stabbed and hit over the head and become unconscious. When she
has woken up she has found to have no underwear.
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Stabbing – Chase Farm Hospital
On Wednesday 10th August 2022 officers were called by Chase Farm Hospital where 2 males have
attended having sustained stab wounds. Both occupants were in a vehicle when 4 males have
approached and attempted to steal the vehicle stabbing both the driver and passenger through the
open windows in an attempt to take the car. Driver has driven off and straight to the hospital.
GBH Stabbing – Main Avenue, EN1
On 15th August Police were called to attend the parade of shops on Main Avenue EN1 as a fight had
occurred at the location between approx. 15 youths, and a local shop owner. Officers found one male
from the shop who had been stabbed and had sustained a serious injury to his hand. Three suspects
have been potentially identified.
Double Stabbing – Cockfosters Road, EN4
On 21st August Police received a call to attend Cockfosters Road EN4 to two large separate groups of
males fighting O/S Mayhills Restaurant. Upon arrival they found two males from the same group who
had sustained stab wounds, one to his arm and the other to his rib cage resulting in a puncture wound
and a collapsed lung. Victims are not willing to engage with the Police.
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Community Tensions September.
Tension Levels Normal – September 2022.
Fatal Shooting of Chris Kaba (Op SIRA) – This is being monitored in NA due to the Community Tensions related to this

incident.
On 05/09/2022 at around 10pm, Armed Response Vehicles had cause to stop a vehicle in Kirkstall Gardens, SW1. During this stop a
police firearm was discharged and the single male occupant injured. Officers immediately provided first aid and the male was taken
by HEMS to hospital where he tragically died. The IOPC are now conducting a full independent investigation and will share
information as their work progresses.
The MPS is fully supporting the IOPC investigation.
The MPS fully understands the gravity of this incident and is very aware of community concerns.
Communities understandably have many questions which will need to be answered in light of the IOPC investigation.
Officers involved in this incident are being supported.
Authorised Firearms Officers undergo extensive training in the deployment and use of firearms. They perform a vital role in keeping
London safe and are asked to make critical decisions in dynamic situations.
The use of firearms by police is heavily regulated and there are a range of situations where the use of firearms may be legal,
proportionate and necessary in light of the specific scenario the officer faces.
The important role of the IOPC is to thoroughly investigate this matter and, based upon the evidence, assess the facts and decide if
further action is to be taken.
NA P&P Hub are monitoring community tensions on a daily basis, community partners and ward Councillors have been contacted
and spoken to regarding the impact and concerns regarding this incident on NA.

Aggravated Burglary – Bowes Road, N11

On Tuesday 6th September 2022, Police were called to state 6 males at the address with guns trying to break in. The operator could
hear a disturbance in the background with voices demanding the male’s phone. Various voices can be heard on the call where they
were demanding for the key and where the weed is. Declared by MXA, units missed the suspects as they made off via the back
door. Medium Stop action report on both vehicles.
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Community Tensions September.
Tension Levels Normal – September 2022.
Aggravated Burglary – Sweet Briar Green, N9
On Tuesday 6th September 2022, Several calls received by members of the public and victim to state there was a large disturbance
and screaming. Upon police arrival, it appears there has been an aggravated burglary where a large group of males entered the
house with knives and hammers and broke all the windows. Upon entering the property, they hit one of the occupants across the
head causing a gash above the eye. Males stole property from within and then left the property in vehicles towards Pymmes Park.
GBH (weapon) - Church Street, N9

On Sunday 11th September 2022, Police were called to male had been attacked with a weapon in the street. Upon Police arrival it
was ascertained that the suspect had allegedly been racially abusive towards the victim whilst armed with a knuckle duster. The
suspect is then alleged to have thrown a spade at the victim causing a 3-inch-deep laceration to the hand that would require stiches.
The injuries sustained were said not to be life threatening or changing but has attended hospital. The victim has no previous history.
The suspect has been arrested.

Agg Burglary - Greenwood Avenue, EN3
On Sunday 11th September 2022, Residents were disturbed by males entering the property which is a block of
flats with knives and a hammer. The garage door was broken. The owner attempted to close the door however the
males entered the property. Items were stolen however it is unclear what and how much at this stage. The owner
could hear the males saying “where are the keys”. A vehicle was located in the middle of the road. The windows
were open and the doors unlocked. Officers saw inside a small machete.
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GBH (weapon) - Joyce Avenue, N18
On Sunday 11th September 2022 officers have received an LAS generated call to a male in the street with a stab wound to his
neck. Officers have attended the location and found the victim sitting in his vehicle bleeding from his neck. LAS have arrived with
police and have conveyed the victim to the Royal London Hospital with the victim unable to talk due to bleeding from the throat.
Witness account provided has stated that the victim had arrived at the location followed by a black vehicle and an argument has
taken place with the suspect shouting in broken English why didn’t you stop, why did you speed off. The suspect has then began
to attack the victim with a plank of wood and a knife before making off in his vehicle. Suspect vehicle is believed to have had three
females in the rear of the vehicle who were shouting at the suspect to stop. During the attack a further male is believed to have
been in the vehicle as a passenger. The victim has then entered his vehicle after the attack and the suspect vehicle has driven
past him twice before leaving the scene. A broom believed to be one of the weapons has been recovered in the street.
GBH (weapon) - Silver Street, N18

On Monday 12th September 2022 police were called to two males armed with knives wearing balaclavas in Silver Street N18. A
further call was received stating that a male had been stabbed inside the barbers. Firearms units were assigned and an area
search proved negative. Local officers attended the Barber shop and located the informant, where it was confirmed that no one
had been stabbed, however another male had been hit with a hammer but sustained no injuries and would not provide any further
information to police.

GBH - ISIS House - Nutfield Close, N18

On Friday 16th September 2022, Police were called by LAS to state a 65YOM had been hit over the head with a hammer. Police
have attended and located both the victim and suspect. The suspect once conveyed to Homerton Hospital became extremely
aggressive, spitting at NHS Staff and trying to bite people. He was racially abusive towards staff and officers. A Spit hood was
applied and the suspect was discharged and taken to custody. Victim declared non-life changing non-life threatening and the
scene was subsequently closed.

GBH Stabbing - O’Neills, The Town, Enfield.
On Saturday 17th September 2022, Police have been called by a staff member to state 25 people were inside the public house
fighting with knives. At least 2 people have been stabbed and the staff were unable to control the premises. Police attended and
put a scene in place on the dance floor. Scene closed after declared not life changing not life threatening.
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BCU performance overview July 2022.
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BCU Performance Overview August 2022.
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Portfolio Overview
• Safer Neighbourhoods
• Safer Schools
• Safer Estates
• Edmonton Green Town Centre Team
• Operation Boxster
• Project Taipan
• Partnership & Prevention Hub
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Safer Neighbourhoods

Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
Safer Neighbourhoods in Enfield is broken down into 21 wards, consisting of one Inspector, seven Sergeants
52 PC’s and 21 PCSO’s. The officers work shifts between the hours of 0700 – 2300 7 days a week.
Primarily Neighbourhoods policing centres around engagement with our key stakeholders, partners & most
importantly our local community. Engagement takes many forms such as;
•
•
•
•
•

Contact sessions
Pop up meetings in the street
Community events
Public forums with the Local Authority
Burglary cocooning for vulnerable victims

Our officers attend three monthly ward panel meetings to discuss current crime trends and listen to concerns
of the local community and agree policing priorities for the coming months.
There are daily high visibility patrols in hotspot areas to tackle issues such as Burglary, Robbery and violence
against women and girls as well as conducting reassurance patrols after events that are likely to have an
impact on the local communities. During these patrols officers are proactive in dealing with issues such as
drinking/drug taking and anti-social behaviour that affects the quality of life for many people.
Another large part of Neighbourhood policing is dealing with long term issues within communities, this can
take many forms such as mediation and regular welfare visits to resolve problems amicably when possible but
also include planning and executing warrants and making arrests when required.
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Key Objectives.
OP SKYLER- the investigation into the supply of Class A and B drugs around the Town Centre Area. This is
following months of intelligence linking the suspect to the supply of Class A and B drugs to two addresses. Two s23

MDA search warrants were executed simultaneously, one within the TCT footprint and Enfield Lock ward.

As a result of the two address search's, numerous carrier and sandwich bags of cannabis were found throughout
the property along with scales, cash and drug paraphernalia, a set of nun-chucks and a baseball bat.
All occupants were arrested for Possession with Intent to Supply Class B drugs. Large Quantity of Class A drugs
found Heroin, class B and £6000. Four Air Pistols were found concealed in scrap vehicles and a long barrelled Air
rifle as well as a crossbow.
OP GHOSTFREAK- Safer Neighbourhoods continue with Op Ghost Freak working jointly with Roads &
Transport Policing command and Dogs. Producing continued good results and disruption to the planned car
meets on the Borough.

OP RUSTY- Op Rusty additional proactive policing, early intervention tactics and high visibility patrolsleading
toprevention and detection including investigation and arrests into violence against the person offences and
possession of offensive weapons in the Fore St, N18 area and surrounding estates whereviolence, robberies and
drug related crimes are prolific.
Results to date: 30 ASB Warnings Issued, 1 Section 23 MDA warrant (2 arrested –Drugs offences and Off
Weapon –Closure order in process of being obtained by NPT), 17 Stop and Search, 9 Arrests Including Drug
Drive, Possession Off Weapon, Breach of Court Order, Immigration offences (wanted since 2014), 2 Community
Resolutions, 1 PND, 1 Merlin, 3 Vehicle Seizures, 1 High Risk Misper located, 1 LOS vehicle located, 7 Weapons
Sweeps –Drugs and knives located and seized.
2 Caution + 3, 7 Arrests, 7 Weapons Sweeps, 1 Knife Seized, 1 Machete Seized, 1 Saw seized, 38 Stop and
Search, 39 Intel Reports, 1 CPN issued.
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OP PSYDUCK - has been created due to an increase in the number of Catalytic Converter thefts in NA BCU over

the last 6 months. The main targeted vehicles are: Honda Jazz, CRV and Civic (33%) and Toyota Prius, Auris and
Yaris (27%). Catalytic Converters contain a small amount of precious metals (Palladium, Platinum and Rhodium)
with new parts costing from £1,000 up to £2,000 on average. The resale value of these parts are believed to vary
from £250 to £500 again dependant on the vehicle. The analysis shows that there are a number of repeat
locations on NA with Glover Drive N18 being targeted 36 times in this period. This is where Tesco and Ikea have
superstores with large capacity car parks believed covered by CCTV. Task planned: Proactive patrols targeting
high theft areas, analysis breakdown of each ward has been completed and shows each wards targeted areas.
OP NIGHTINGALE- Joint operations being carried out all over the borough, utilising all Safer Neighbourhoods portfolios working

together to reduce violent crime and VWAG offences. In six known problem areas we have Pinpointed known areas, offence types,
peak times and known suspect targeting these offenders primarily.

Disrupting Criminal Activity- Officers continue to proactively identify criminal activity within their wards and where appropriate

take action which includes warrants, closing premises down, arresting offenders and safeguarding persons when able.
Each ward has its own issues and officers are dedicated to engage with the public and try to combat these issues robustly and
effectively.
ASB issues are identified and ward officers tackle the issues head on using the powers that are available to them.

Ward officers arrange regular community events- which help to build relationships with the public on each ward and

keep the ward panels informed by holding regular CAPE meetings. This includes working with partner agencies to strengthen
communication between all agencies and the public and build trust within the communities we serve in London.
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Safer Schools
Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
The Safer Schools team work closely with Head Teachers and Safeguarding Leads within the schools
to ensure the correct balance between engagement and enforcement is achieved and pursuing a
restorative approach where appropriate. Safer Schools Officers also work in partnership with other
agencies to safeguarding children’s welfare and/or divert them from criminal activity and ASB.
The team regularly deliver student presentations to secondary schools on crime prevention and
personal safety as well as delivering presentations to primary schools to establish early intervention
and improve trust and confidence in police.
Additionally our Safer Schools Officers carry out regular patrols in the vicinity of the schools to
address, truancy, ASB and crime, working with Safer Transport and Safer Neighbourhood colleagues.
The team are also responsible for the Student Ward Panels, to set school policing priorities
Key Objectives for 2022
•

Prevent and reduce violence affecting young people in North Area

•

Work in partnership with school communities

•

Reduce and prevent offending behaviour affecting young people
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Safer Schools

Key achievements in July, August and September 2022.
VPC Annual Summer Camp in Lake District.

26 Enfield Cadets spent a week in the Lake District for their annual summer camp. Cadets tested their limits and faced their fears
through a number of outdoor activities, some including Via Ferrata Extreme; Kayaking; Ghyll Scrambling & reaching the peak of
the highest mountain in England, Scafell Pike. Cadets learnt a number of new skills and evidenced positive change. Cadets are
more confident, independent, friendships strengthened.

Enfield Head Cadet & VPC Coordinator attend Service of Remembrance & Recognition at Westminster
Abbey.
Enfield Head Cadet and VPC Coordinator PC Vicky Leopard had the honour of attending the service of remembrance and
recognition for the MPS at Westminster Abbey. A lovely service to remember all those victim to COVID-19.

Enfield Cadets join Oasis Academy Enfield & Bishop Stopford’s School for their Summer Fete.

Enfield Cadets join their Coordinator and Safer School Officers at Oasis Academy Enfield and Bishop Stopford’s School as part of
community engagement to provide crime prevention advice, promote and recruit future cadets and work with officers to improve
the relationship between young people and the police.

Mauritian Open Air Festival at Trent Park.

Enfield Cadets join the North Outreach team in providing crime prevention advice & promoting VPC and providing information on
joining the police. A great day of community engagement, strengthening the relationship between members of the public and the
police.

Spurs Kicks – Football session at Tottenham community centre N17 during the summer holidays.
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CONSENT Workshop at YouvsYou- which is a community hub for Refugees over the holidays to educate young men

about Violence towards women and girls. The CONSENT Workshops was an open space forum for young men to understand and
talk about the fundamental awareness of how their behaviour can be perceived in the community around women and girls. The
Consent workshop was designed to discuss the rights and wrongs and answer any questions they may have about understanding
what is acceptable. The organisation felt it would benefit the young men to understand what constitutes as an offence in the eyes
of the Law.
Educating young men about consent and the law workshops delivered by male officers. In line with the Mets number 1 priority
Violence we focused our VAWG work around delivering consent workshops to young men. Aim: to understand the law will aid
awareness to prevent VAWG offences including ‘sexting’ understanding boundaries.

Community Engagment- We are working alongside and supporting Learning and development colleagues to host sessions
with community members and new recruits to learn about the history of Tottenham; what matters most to communities to aid trust
and confidence in our communities and awareness amongst new officers.
GWEN - GWEN builds on the street safe initiative where anyone can anonymously report public places where they have felt

unsafe, in support of the Home offices Tackling Violence Against Woman and Girls (VAWG) Strategy.
In-person sessions are held with hard-to-reach communities to help protect women and girls in public spaces, at home and online.
The engagement group sessions share the Met’s vision of VAWG to create a ‘safe space’ for women to speak about their
concerns in public spaces. As well as improving their confidence in policing for us all to collectively learn and work with
communities and schools. GWEN sessions can be delivered by both male and female officers but part of the process is checking
with communities for preference respecting cultural needs and we’re working with disability groups to promote joint working to
collectively drive these changes. We’re working in collaboration with key community members, charities and council VAWG leads
to break down barriers including language barriers with women and girls in schools in line with the Met’s VAWG action plan
Alongside protection of women and girls in public spaces, we are also working with our partners to improve prevention and victim
care. This is an initiative that focuses on ‘in person’ engagement workshops with ‘seldom to reach’ women and school girls to
improve trust and confidence in the police. GWEN VAWG pilot has been seen as best practice and now rolled out MPS wide to
enhance ‘Street Safe’ data reaching out to girls in Education and ‘seldom heard’ voices.

SCLN SEN training workshops - This is a NA Pilot which is an initiative focused on Speech, Communication language
needs. We are in consultation with Disability MPS chair and PPST to train all officers, this is an ongoing consultation.
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Safer Estates
Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
A dedicated team working in partnership with Enfield Local Authority to target
ASB and crime, safeguard vulnerable persons and engage with the
community and local residents in nominated housing estates.
The team take a high visibility proactive approach in responding to issues
whilst working towards satisfactory conclusions for all involved. The team are
made up one Sergeant and 15 Constables.
Key Objectives for 2022
•
•
•

Support the local authority with a visible presence whilst working in line
with MPS aspirations
Increase community and public confidence for patrolled areas and
surrounding environs
Target and reduce ASB and crime to support the community, residents and
Local Authority in key patrol areas
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SAFER ESTATES KEY ACHIEVEMENTS.
The team has six priority areas, decided by the Council, that it looks at and these are currently Ayleycroft, Joyce Avenue & Snells
Park, The Lytchett Estate, Exeter Road, The Shires and The Red Brick Estate. The Estates each present unique challenges in
terms of crime and associated ASB. The areas can be susceptible to becoming crime attractors by virtue of individuals visiting
and in some cases living on those Estates.
A great deal of work occurs with partner agencies from Enfield Council who task the Team. In July the Team were tasked to assist
Safer Neighbourhoods with an address where ASB is regularly reported, where a resident was causing nuisance to vulnerable
elderly residents of a care home. With the case becoming a priority at the Community MARAC the Team were tasked to treat this
as a priority. Estates Officers tracked the individual and successfully served the CPW which has led to a marked decrease in ASB.
The Team were tasked with another address where there were high levels of ASB and where a Community Protection Warning
had already been issued. The local ward were unable to attend the location regularly so the Estates Team took ownership and
ensured regular visits of the location to ensure the welfare of the vulnerable resident but also ensure there were no breaches of
the CPW.
The Estates Team has been working even closer with the Enfield ASB Co-ordinators and now each priority Estate has an Estates
Team Officer assigned to act as a single point of contact so that their opposite co-ordinator can quickly raise issues, share intel
and task the Team.
Likewise, the Team can now quickly identify their opposite to report issues and share intel they have found on their patrols. The
SPOCS regularly meet to complete walk-throughs of their respective Estates where they discuss issues on the estates and meet
members of the Community and introduce themselves to the caretakers and even attending Residents Association meetings for
example.
They complete weapons sweeps of the Estates both together and separately from the co-ordinators especially during planned
operations such as ‘winter nights’ and ‘summer nights’.
New members of the Team have identified areas around the Prioritised Estates where ASB is an issue and have set up
Improvement plans. Intelligence and concerns are raised with the plan owners If appropriate they then attend to speak with
residents who have raised concerns and local businesses. This is a recent approach but is a proven method of enhancing the
skills of new officers which will benefit the team and the service they provide for local residents.
The flow of intelligence between the Estates Team and the ASB Co-ordinators is allowing the teams increasingly to target issues
without delay working with their identified point of contact.
The team continue to assist other units and in September completed a drugs warrant leading to the recovery of large amounts of
cash and the arrest of a male for being concerned in supply of drugs.
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Edmonton Green Town Centre Team
Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
Since 14th February 2022 Edmonton Green has a dedicated Town Centre Team
consisting of one Inspector, three Sergeants and 21 PC’s split over three
teams. The shifts are created around demand with a core day shift 0900-1900
hours 7 days per week with later shifts until 0200 Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
The primary focus of the TCT is violence reduction with an emphasis on
serious youth violence and violence against women and girls, while rebuilding
trust and confidence. This will be achieved through high visibility policing in
intelligence led hot spots and by working in partnership with local stakeholders
including business owners and youth groups to understand root causes and
work together to provide long term solutions to ongoing problems.
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EDMONTON GREEN TOWN CENTRE TEAM.
KEY ACIEVEMENTS.

Operation Skylar took place by the Town Centre Team with 2
Area TSG on the 27th July. Operation Skylar is the investigation
into the supply of Class A and B drugs around the Town Centre
Area Balham Road N9 and Standard Road En3. This is following
months of intelligence linking the suspects to the supply of Class
A and B drugs to two addresses.
Two separate S23 MDA search warrants were executed
simultaneously, one within the TCT footprint and one on Enfield
Lock Ward. All occupants arrested and weapons and drugs
recovered.
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July Results
11 Arrests, 3 involving violence including
Common assault
TTK
Offensive weapon
PWITS
57 Stop and search
15 drug seizures
August Results
21 Arrests, 4 involving violence including
Concern in supply
PWITS
ABH
GBH
ABH assault on police
Possession of a firearm
Racially aggravated Public order
4 Drugs seizures

Totals for the TCT since since setting up the unit.
105 Arrests
531 Stop and searches
22 PNDs
65 ASB warnings issued
237 Intelligence reports created
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Operation Boxster
Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
Operation Boxster is a dedicated police unit assigned to;
•
•
•
•

Reduce the number of sex workers on North Area
Safeguard vulnerable sex workers
Assist outreach teams divert women from sex work
Tackle anti-social behaviour caused or committed by sex workers on Fore
Street and High Rd N22.

The unit is made up of one Sergeant and five Constables. The aim of the unit is
to target males who exploit sex workers, safeguard vulnerable woman and
assist in diverting individuals from sex work. The unit proactively patrols a
designated footprint to disrupt crime and deal with all anti social behaviour
associated with sex work.
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Since August 2021 Operation Boxster has made over 195 arrests of individuals within the deployments area. These have included
drug, weapon seizures and arrests of males exploiting sex workers either by using the services of street sex workers or controlling
their actions and financially benefiting from prostitution. A total of 126 males have now been arrested by the unit for the offence of
soliciting a woman for the purpose of prostitution. Males which are eligible are then offered a educational course run by one of our
partner agencies Streetlights UK which informs the males of the risks to themselves and the sex workers they seek to use.
Seventeen of these courses have now been run and the money obtained by the males who attend the course are used to help divert
sex workers from sex working.
In July Ps Davey was invited to present the work of the unit at an event to launch project Evergreen which is the MPS initiative to
look at all aspects of sex working in London. The work conducted by Operation Boxster is seen as an example of best practise and
the tactics and methods will be used and replicated in areas of London which experience the issue of street sex working.
In addition the MPS has commissioned an academic paper which is will be written by two professors from UCL looking in depth at
the approaches and attitudes of sex workers by the MPS. Operation Boxster will be taking part in this research and the work of the
unit will be assessed and reviewed as part of this academic work.

In the last three months several joint operations and intelligence gathering patrols have taken place with officers from the Central
Specialist Crime Modern Slavery Unit.
The details of this work can not be published but officers are working with these officers to combat individuals involved in the
trafficking and exploitation of sex workers brought into the country to work on NA. This has included liaison and intelligence
requests with international policing services. The joint outreach and diversion work on NA is reaping some incredible successes. The
work of The Salvation Army and Streetlights UK during their street outreach has led to numerous historic sex workers engaging and
leaving sex work. The support mechanisms from emergency housing and drug treatments which the outreach team has been
fighting hard to obtain has managed more exits in the last six months than in the entire last five years.
The sex workers exiting are providing intelligence and insight on the how they got into sex work and how outreach teams and police
can have a greater impact and present more opportunities to sex workers wanting to leave sex work.
There has been an increase in sex worker complaints over the last eight weeks. This coincides with the high level of abstractions
the team has had. With the dramatic increase in the cost of living there is a real danger that we will see significant increases in sex
workers on the street. There have been several interactions with new or returning sex workers who have stated that they have
turned to sex work in order to make ends meet.
It should be recognised that with the increased pressure financially due to the cost of living more people will turn to sex working in
order to try to survive.
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Project Taipan
Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
A dedicated Neighbourhood proactive tasking team who devise and utilise
tactics to engage with the public whilst supporting the community and target
crime and offenders.
Project Taipan work with partner agencies to deliver quality outcomes and are at
the forefront of proactive policing. The team are made up of one Sergeant and
seven Constables
Key Objectives for 2022
•
•
•

Reduction in Violent Crime in footprint where deployed
Increase public confidence for deployment area
Address criminality in key locations whilst making a positive impact in line
with MPS aspirations
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Key Achievements
Tiapan are currently deployed in Finsbury Park to combat Drugs Supply, VAWG, gang violence with the intention of improving public
confidence and public safety.
Identification of Group within the Park dealing drugs and committing ASB
Multiple arrests for drugs supply and weapons to combat this group operating their drugs supply enterprise from within the
group. Individuals have been arrested and charged, and also issued with community protection notices to get them out of the park
as a more long term solution.

Joint Working and Support for Osborne Grove Nursing Home
Through patrols and intelligence received, identified that two residents from Osborne Grove were involved in the supply of Class A Drugs, and
were inciting other vulnerable residents to supply drugs. Joint working with staff identified both suspects and victims. Suspects have been
charged with drugs supply and evicted from the location. Vulnerable residents have been safeguarded and long term strategies are being
implemented to stop this happening in the future.
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Address of Oxford Road identified as involved in Drugs
Supply
Through engagement with local residents, obtaining crime
stoppers reports and covert and overt patrols, Taipan were able
to identify an address where the occupant was dealing
drugs. Subject was arrested and a search of his address found
both Class A and B Drugs as well as a drugs supply set up.
Nomad CCTV Cameras
Taipan and Met Intelligence departments have worked together to obtain additional CCTV cameras. Through intelligence, residents
surveys and patrols, we have identified key locations that are either crime attractors, or do not have good CCTV coverage. These

have been installed and are now being used by Taipan, Robbery teams and our Violence Suppression Unit.

Changes to Environment to make the Location Safer Location
Area identified by Stroud Green Road entrance to the park where a Robbery Team has been operating as well as a Drug
Gang. Through joint working with the council and Finsbury Park management, the overgrown raised area has been cut back and the
bushes pruned to minimise hiding spots and to make the walk way safer.
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Partnership & Prevention Hub

Role Profile and Key Objectives for 2022
The Partnership and Prevention Hub consists of one Inspector, two sergeants and 12 PC’s. The key areas of
responsibility are;
•

Licensing
- assessing new applications
- enforcing conditions of licence
- managing issues arising in around licensed premises

•

CMARAC, working in partnership to;
- safeguard those in the community who are vulnerable
- managing ongoing ASB problems in the community

•

Working in partnership to reduce rough sleepers

•

Leading faith engagement across North Area

•

Managing the anti-social behaviour early intervention scheme

•

Monitoring community tensions

•

Managing social media and communications for North Area

•

Organising Positive Activity Initiatives for North Area
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Partnership & Prevention Hub
Key Achievements

In relation to P&P ASB
Completed over 67 ISPs since 1st July
Passed 105 medium and High VA’s to Haringey Council
Passed 108 medium and high VA’s to Enfield Council.

The graph below shows our continuous reduction in repeat callers:
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CMARAC- Haringey and Enfield have continued to keep a great uptake of partnership working and have received good referrals

from this.
PAI’s- Since July there has been 7 successful PAI’s which consists of two engagement activities over a period of three to six
weeks.

P&P Licensing-Have rolled out some VAWG training

Football licensing visits on match days.
Better joint Partnerships around rough sleepers within Enfield and Haringey
Licensing Summer nights checks completed.

Mental Health First AID Course- The P&P hub secured funding and joint collaboration with MIND to deliver a incredible

opportunity to educate our front line officers and Blue light champions on the borough in a Mental health first Aid course. This has
been ongoing since July and will continue into December. This will be delivered to 192 officers of all ranks and has been well
received by participants in the course so far.

Behind the Badge-The aim of the “Behind the Badge” initiative is to build trust, confidence and legitimacy in the MPS by

humanising our officers and educating the public around the diversity of roles, rewards and challenges that policing officers face.
In order to engage with local communities, we use hyper-local radio stations and social media. We aim to engage with audiences
that have historically been seldom heard with more mainstream media. This has now developed into face to face Behind the
Badge events working well in partnership with Outreach teams.

Ward Panel directed pilots/activity based on Ward Priorities. Individual ward panels will be encouraged to try good

practice and innovative ways of tackling ASB, violence including youth and violence against women and girls and crime affecting
local communities.

OWL- Enfield residents signed up – 2955 (Enfield has seen an increase of 39 residents from last month)

Haringey residents signed up – 1069 (Haringey has seen an increase of 16 residents from last month)
Enfield Watches: CCTV Watch – 569 cameras available, Dog watch – 435 residents.
Haringey Watches: CCTV Watch – 192 Cameras, Dog Watch – 138 Residents
Enfield have 1308 App users as of the 1st September
Haringey have 765 App users as of the 1st September.
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Planned Operations
OP RUSTY- Operation Rusty is the response to violent crimes in the Fore St N18 and surrounding estates
area. The intention is to reduce violence with injury crimes, robbery and possession of offensive weapons.
OP GHOSTFREAK- Operation Ghostfreak continues for SNT officers working in partnership with Roads
Transport Police and Dog section, resulting in some fantastic results to disturb and disrupt the car meets and
offences being committed.
OP SKYLER- Op skyer is the investigation into the supply of Class A and B drugs around the Town Centre
Area. This is following months of intelligence linking the suspect to the supply of Class A and B drugs to two
addresses. Two s23 MDA search warrants were executed simultaneously, one within the TCT footprint and one
on Enfield Lock ward.
Op Rezzoch- Project Taipan’s deployment in Finsbury Park which is running in line with OP Nightingale Joint
operations being carried out all over the borough, utilising all Safer Neighbourhoods portfolios working together
to reduce violent crime and VWAG offences. In six known problem areas we have Pinpointed known areas,
offence types, peak times and known suspect targeting these offenders primarily.
Safeguarding Operations
Op Verona, tackling the rise in sexual offences in North Area
- A Multi Agency approach incorporating reassurance patrols, community engagement and a
communication strategy to keep the community updated and involved
Robbery/Violence Operations
Op Raphael, reducing youth related robberies and youth violence in Enfield, and to eliminate community
concerns regarding the recent rise in robberies
- Targeted hotspot patrols and weapons sweeps
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Good News Stories

Safer Neighbourhoods continue with Op GhostFreak in July working jointly with
Roads & Transport Policing command and Dogs. Results were as follows in July:
3 x PWITS Cannabis arrests
1 of those also arrested for Drug Driving
6 TORS
1 sec 59
15 Satisfactory Stops
4 Words of advice

1 Arrest Possession of Offensive Weapon. Result – charged and remanded
1 Arrest Drug Drive,
3 vehicles seized no insurance,
10 PG9s for vehicle modifications and multiple TORS.
The Licensing team provided
training for vulnerability and
women’s safety awareness at
Alexandra Palace conference Room.
W.A.V.E is based on FIVE KEY
principles:
Preventing and reducing violent
crime linked to the licensed
economy.
Preventing and reducing sexual
offences.
Reducing preventable injury linked
to alcohol and drug use in the
licensed economy.
Reducing opportunities for criminal
activity and anti-social behaviour in
licensed premises.
Promoting partnerships and
engagement with communities and
key stakeholders in the licensed
economy.
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Metropolitan Police Service | Safer Schools / Youth / PRU
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PC Fahri Bajrami from Lower Edmonton SNT used his previous
experience as a professional Chef to teach a cooking a
masterclass at Croyland Youth Centre and Craig Park Youth
Centre to a group of youths aged between 9-13 and 13-18yrs.
Both masterclasses were well received by the young people and
parents. Fahri prepared pasta from scratch and created a Basil
and Tomato sauce with the youth helping! A great way to break
down barriers between police and young people, especially in
both these areas which are seen as crime generators. The
feedback reached the ward panel meeting that was held
whereby a youth worker attended specifically to praise the Team
to the whole of the panel – nothing beats promotion of police led
youth engagement by the community themselves!
The youth centres have asked for future sessions with the SNT
master chief. ! It’s something different but so impactful, one

hour is all it took for the youth to go away with a positive
impression of their local police team and the Met as a
whole.
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